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About Us

JUSTIN HON – 
THE MASTERMIND ARTIST

I strive to push my boundaries to 
produce fine artwork capturing once-

in-a-lifetime moments. 

I love creating timeless portraits and 
documenting genuine relationships 

and the beauty of human souls 
through real candid moments.

Your Love Story is the Greatest Legacy.
More than Photographing, Let’s Tell Your Unique Story and 

Preserve Your Once-in-a-Lifetime Moments
Congratulations!

Thank you for considering us as your wedding 
photographers to document your special day.

It is our pleasure and joy to capture LOVE and create a 
beautiful legacy for generations to enjoy.

Our mission is to help you relive your day over and over 
again – from the touching first look and intimate first 

kiss to the memorable celebration with your cherished 
family and friends.

Our style is artistic and documentary; our personal 
approach will provide you with an amazing experience 
not only on the day itself but also throughout the time 

leading up to it and beyond.

We accept a limited number of weddings per year 
because your special day deserves the highest 

attention. Let's connect and ensure we are a great fit. 

 We look forward to chatting with you soon!



… We truly care about your wedding!
We value our couples who trust us to capture their lifelong memories. We cherish 
genuine relationships and feel fortunate to be surrounded by incredible people. 

That's what connects us with our couples - they, too, treasure their relationships and 
the family and friends who will celebrate their love on this very special day.

… We specialize in helping couples capture their natural, 
beautiful images

We understand that having your picture taken can be awkward (we've been there 
too!). We treat our engagement sessions as "get-to-know-you" sessions, where we 

learn about your story, discuss your preferences, and help you plan the location and 
styling. Your engagement session will be like going on a date, with the added bonus 
of stunning photos to take home. Afterward, we'll sit down together to chat about 

your "date" so we can better prepare for your wedding day.

… We want our couples to not only have the most beautiful 
images but also the best wedding experience.

With extensive experience, we know what needs to be done under any conditions to 
produce outstanding images for you. We continuously invest in education and 

equipment, striving to create better and more exceptional work every day. Leading 
up to your wedding day, we invest many hours working with you, from understanding 
your vision to assisting with your wedding day timeline. On the big day, you can feel 
confident knowing that all your precious moments will be documented beautifully.

Our values and promises to you



“ABSOLUTELY AMAZING”

“Justin and Vy were amazing! Any ideas we had for 
pictures they used and also incorporated their own 

to make them better. Our wedding photos turned out 
perfect and we could not have asked for a better 
couple to work with. They aren’t afraid to try new 

ideas and were very creative with some of their shots 
that no one else would think of.”

Shelby & Dave | Purple Hill, Thorndale



“BEST PHOTOGRAPHERS EVER”

“Justin and Vy had done an absolutely beautiful job in taking our photos. We 
were initially attracted to their shooting styles, concepts of lighting, and 

creativity. Before taking our actual wedding photos, Justin and Vy provided a 
get-to-know-you session that we used for our engagement photos. This photo 
session allows both of us as clients to communicate with our photographers 

what our styles are in terms of photoshoots, lighting, and overall concepts. In 
addition, it provide an opportunity for us to share our love story to Justin and 

Vy, so that they get to know our personalities and backgrounds. This truly 
shows their dedication towards not only wedding photography, but also 

personalized commitments for their clients.

On our wedding day, Justin and Vy both know we were so nervous and stressed, 
so guided us through the photoshoots by instructing us how to pose, where to 
stand, where to look, etc, and we are so thankful they did that so release our 

stress.

Given that we also had to include the Chinese tea ceremony into our wedding, 
Justin and Vy worked for 13 hours in order to capture our entire wedding day. 
This was an extremely long period of time to shoot a wedding generally, and 

there is not many photographers that offer this service. We could not thank our 
photographers enough for their hard work and efforts to capture our 

meaningful and precious day.”

Luxi & Matthew | Liberty Grand, Toronto



The Right Moments captures your day with high quality, stunning pictures! 
They are such kind people, and went the extra mile to make us happy!

“I highly recommend The Right Moments Photography!! They are awesome 
photographers, and amazing people! Justin and Vy were so professional, kind 
and personable from the first call to set up a get-to-know you meeting, to our 

"reveal session" where they set up a presentation to show us our wedding 
pictures for the first time. They were timely, organized, and respectful in every 

interaction we shared. On top of being wonderful people to work with, they 
also produced such amazing, high quality photos for both our engagement 

session and wedding.

Please know that my husband and I are not used to getting our photo taken, 
and Justin was always patient in guiding us through different poses for 

portraits, and making us comfortable in order to get some amazing candid 
shots. Also, his ability to be creative with angles, lighting and techniques was 

incredible. They clearly care a lot about what they produce, as well as, the 
couple they work with.

I also want to note that Justin and Vy were so calm and collected in navigating 
COVID-19 restrictions as we approached our wedding date. Justin and Vy were 

immediately on top of communicating with us when things were uncertain, 
and were flexible when we had to change our wedding location and guest 

number. Justin was also such a hero wearing a mask the entire wedding day, 
despite it feeling like over 30 degrees during the ceremony! The heat didn't 

stop him from always being on the move from when he showed up to when he 
left. He even stayed a little later than planned to capture our last speech.

As you can tell I could go on and on about Justin and Vy. They love 
photography and they really love, love. Thank you so much for capturing all the 

right moments on our wedding day!”

Nicole & Mark | Private Residence, Bayfield



Timeless Portraits



TIMELESS PORTRAITS

Real 

Moments



WEDDING ITINERARY
Three months before the wedding 
day, we'll send you a questionnaire 
for the day's itinerary and help you 

draft one if you haven't started 
already. Share your inspiration and 
special must-have shots, and we'll 

help make them happen!

FINAL PREP CALL
Your wedding is coming soon!

During the last two weeks before 
your wedding, we'll have a final call 

to go through the itinerary and 
share some tips for the day.

IT’S YOUR SPECIAL DAY!
Everything is planned, and it's time 

to enjoy the day, say your vows, 
and marry your loved one! Just 

relax and have fun, knowing that 
all your genuine moments will be 

captured beautifully.

THE GRAND REVEAL!
Woohoo, the wait is over, and your full 

wedding gallery is here!
We love meeting with our couples for this 
part, as we can see your reactions as you 
reminisce about your day. You'll also have 
an opportunity to order a wedding album 

or wall art for your forever keepsake!

Personal Experience

THE FIRST DATE
Let's chat about you, your story, 

and your wedding vision. We want 
to ensure that your experience 

with your wedding photographer is 
as magical as your day.

WE ARE A MATCH!
Great! Now let's make it official 

with a signed contract and a non-
refundable retainer fee. Your 

pricing is guaranteed at booking.

ENGAGEMENT SESSION
Our goal is to understand your 

dynamics and interaction as a couple, 
and to make you feel comfortable in 

front of our lens. Trust us, it'll feel 
like going on a date with beautiful 

images to take away :)



… love timeless beautiful portraits and 
natural candid images capturing the 

real moments

… are passionate about LOVE and 
preserving those special feelings and 

memories

… want amazing, personalized 
experience customized just for you

We are a great fit if you



WEDDING ALBUM
This is our favorite presentation for weddings! These beautiful 
custom-designed albums are printed on the highest grade of 
professional archival photographic paper with a thick core. They 
feature handmade covers and double-page panoramic spreads to 
ensure a lay-flat design. Many cover choices include linen, 
leatherette, and photographic lustre. Custom albums start at 995.

WALL PORTRAIT
These ready-to-hang wall portraits could be the most stunning 
decoration for your living room, bedroom, or office for years to come, 
displaying your favorite images of yourself and your loved ones. 
Different mediums are available to best suit your image and the 
surrounding area. Options include archival fine-art prints, framed 
prints, hand-stretched canvas, metal, acrylic, and more. Wall portraits 
start at 795.

Preserve your memories in prints

Keepsake Options



ROMANCE  |  4995
up to 10 hours wedding day coverage

two photographers*
minimum 500+ images
engagement session**
bonus wedding book

PASSION  |  3595
8 hours wedding day coverage

one photographer
minimum 300+ images
engagement session**

Add second photographer* +800

DELIGHT  |  2895
6 hours wedding day coverage

one photographer
minimum 200+ images

Add second photographer* +600
Add engagement session** +325

All wedding photography collections include:
ongoing consultation, multiple meetings

professionally edited images with printing release
high-resolution and ready-to-print files

6-month private online gallery with 1-year backup
complete online client portal

All prices are subject to HST and change without notice

ELOPEMENT  |  1895
up to 3 hours wedding day coverage

one photographer
minimum 100+ images

limited availability

Wedding Collections

* Main photographer + assistant/second photographer; photographers travel together between locations
**complimentary engagement/pre-wedding session including 15 portraits (value of 650)

Delight collections include 50% savings for engagement session



WHAT IS YOUR STYLE?
Our style is artistic and documentary, and we love natural, bold images. With years of 
education and experience, we know how to use various techniques to capture the 
different moments of your day, from the touching ceremony and romantic portraits to the 
lively reception.

HOW MANY WEDDING PICTURES WILL I GET?
The final number depends on the day's activities and how many photographers you have 
(a second photographer is great if you want more candid images). We don't hold back any 
good moments!

WHEN SHOULD WE INQUIRE?
As soon as you know your wedding date! We often book many months in advance, as we 
only take a limited number of weddings per year. If we're your "love-at-first-sight" choice, 
you can inquire right away to ensure that we are available when you plan your wedding 
date.

WE LIKE YOU! CAN WE SCHEDULE A FIRST DATE?
Absolutely! You deserve the best and we would love to connect with you to ensure that 
we are a great fit. These days our meetings are virtual, but that shouldn't limit the 
connection. We can't wait to hear about your story!

WE LOVE YOU! HOW CAN WE BOOK?
Great! We require a signed agreement and $1000 as non-refundable retainer to hold your 
day. With the paperwork done, we can start the journey with our “get-to-know-you” 
session and prepare for your very special day! 

F.A.Q.



Capturing the moments of today
that will wow your hearts tomorrow…



Get in touch!

With love,
Justin

Are you ready for our 

First Date together?
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